A team of young Bellwood athletes. Pat Mumbler, Colleen Mumbler, Brian Smith, Bobby Walker and Paul Mumbler.

Here we have Coleen Mumbler and Joan Bellangany of Bellwood.

Ralph McGrady, Cyril Knox and Les and Rex McGrady are all well known Boggabilla identities.

Douglas Patton, of Boggabilla, is really very happy with his guitar despite that look.

Lovely Mavis Jacky of Greenhills, near Kempsey, found the right spot to pose. Mavis wants some pen friends too!

Another musician! This time "Chuggle" Harradine of Robinvale (Vic.).

The North Coast Rhythm Makers are a well known group. Here they are, Randolph Smith, John Jones, Clarrie Newman and Lex Jones in the studio of 2KM.